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Anstn^rct

Aim of this paper is to study the unsteady flow of a viscous
liquid through a porous medium between two parallel flat plates under
the influence of pressure gradient, (i) varying linearly with time, and
(ii)decreasing exponentially with time using the generalized momentum
equation. In the first case it is seen that the symmetrical points have
the same velocity.

t. lntroduction:

Flow of a viscous liquid in a porous medium is of great
importance in the study of percolation through soils in hydrology,
petroleum industry and in agricultural engineering, etc. Flows of
different fluids through various types of porous media are studied
employing the classical Darcy's law which states that the seepage velo-
city of the fluid is proportional to the pressure gradient. This law
tails to explain the phenomena occuring in highly porous media such

as fibreglass. The viscous stress at the surface is able to penetrate into
the medium and produces the flow near the surface even in the atrsence

of the pressure gradient. Brinkman (1947) generalized the Darcy law
taking into account the effect of viscous stress. Brinkman's law gave

good results in the case of highly porous media. Yamamoto (1971,

1973) investigated the flow past porous bodies using the generalized law.

The present paper consists of two parts. In part A the flow
through a porous medium between two parallel flat plates under
pressure gradient varying linearly with time is discussed. An expression

for the velocity is obtained in dimensionless form. This consists of two

parts, the one varies linearly with the parameter f:!\ and the other
!o'

is the transient part of the velocity which vanishes in the limit as I
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tends to infinity. It is seen that the contribution of the transient part
is insigniflcant when T>1.5.

In part B the flow of a viscous liquid through a porous medium
between two parallel flat plates under exponentially decreasing pressure
gradient is studied. An expression for the velocity has been obtained
taking

I ao r
- i,fr:oo*\ a"'e-""'

which has been compa*U=*Un that of Dube's result (1969) where he
has obtained the velocity of a viscous liquid in a channel bounded by
two parallel flat plates under exponentially decreasing pressure gradient,

2. Equations ol Motion :

The equations of rnotion of a viscous liquid through a porous
medium as proposed by Brinkman is

#-(t'v)u: -ior*r,Y'q,-'ks, (r)

where q is the velocity vector whose components are Lt, y and w
parallel to the axes respectively p the density of the liquid, y, k are
the kinematic co-efficient of viscosity of the liquid and the permeability
constant of the medium respectively. The equation of continuity is

div q-9. e)
for the present problem we have

u:u(x, y, t), v:Q, 1y-Q, I
p-p(x,y,t),a, , ^ i (3)

a3 
( ):(.), j

The last equation holds because the motion is two-dimensional.
Furthermore, the equation of continuity (2) and the conditions (3) eive

fr=o ,o that u:u(y, t) (4)

substituting equations (3) and (4) into the equations of motion
(1), we have

0u IAP 02u D

-----lr!0t p ox' 'Ayz k (s)



and

1{:o or P:P(x, t) (6)
dy

From equations (5) and (6) we see tt * ff must be a constant or a

function of time only in the present problem because p is not a
function of y and u is not a function of x,

PART A

3. Pressitre gradient vories linear.ly .nith tirue:

We now assume that

taP
P ax:ao+al'

Equation (5) then becomes

Au O2u
,)l 

: a 
"+ 

at + rirl_ i"
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Let o,:l a"udt be the Laplace transform of n and

J
o

initial value of u.

let uo be the

integrating betweenMultiplying equation (8) bV exp' (-st) and

the limits 0 to oo, we get

"'+ 

- n'": -:1"*'i *f']'

where ,':i[r+i]
We shall now find uo.

Initially the pressure gradient is ao and the motion is steady in

the channei.

Hence ap-o and we obtain

d:!!-7 u^: -'0. (10)
dy' k" u

The boundarY conditions are

uo:O When !:-!o'
and

ao:0 when !=!o'
The solution of equation (10) under the above boundary conditions are

kau._![,_aHl
L '"'n{?r}J

Substituting this value of aro in (9), we get

ffi-,,a: tl*[,*Bi*.*]
The boundary conditions for i7 are

7,:0 when !:-!o,

Tt=O when y:yo.

(e)

(1 1)

.-<*....
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The solution of equation (11) under the above boundary condi-

tions is

-*:tv-a[, -""*lill':-iJ-L'- 
""rntft)J

Now applying Laplace inversion theorem, we get

':d' "gAl":tl '-"""tft)l
r *,nt#)l

*Y\,-31_,"q5l

- oo' 
,rl-U-r. *,0(r4p) ""'o(to)i,', r(#)l

2uecosh/+) i 
- \'vtu/ \^/'"'.' \vtvr 

I; ou ""'" \7/ l-

o,prr- D';.pl-PH{: + .i}l *l@#1. 
(12)*;*-" (2n*r le\It2+11'

Now we make equation (12) dimensionless by introducing

u:*, ! :,,, T:!1,
Uo lo !o'

where Uo is a characteristic velocity.

We then get

,:r,"Orl , A@, l'[-' 
"o,n(i",)J

f "ort/ 
7 \l

+2bka(r_k,L,_.q#l
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, 
" "o( fr-). ",, (7h ) ],',, 

(c)l
I

*H[{'

where

aod

2 ), (13)* l2M!( - 1)" exp L_l 4
' n 4 (2n+l\ l,^wa-ry

h-:orlo'. a non-dimensional number,uo-2v(Jo"

h- aloa a non-dimensional number,'- 2vu (J o' '

Xr:ft, the permeability number.

We now take U:Ut+Uz' where

l- ""'o@l(Jt:ZboKtl t-----, ', I

+ 2bk Jr - K, rl-, - 
""-!f' I

L "otn \ vt,) |

"-r6;[t, -"*G) **(6)]'*'(-)]
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The values of U for different values of 7 and

below when Do:4' b:1.

Table I. Kr:9

Table II. Kt-16

1,4291

7 have been tabulated

I

TI
-_--l
--::'8'z-l
-3 

5y:-l
1.s0ee I

ThevaluesofUfornegativevaluesofThavenotbeengiven
here because of the r* ,uu,1te velocity will not change whether v is

negative or positive' It means that the symmetrical points have the

same velocity. The value of u beyond T:l'5 have also not been

given because Ua is very small compared to g' when 7> 1'5' hence

the transient part is iotigointuot and 
.U -varies. "r"'lY ^ltt' 

I in this

range' From the tuUft' it is observed that U increases with I for

fixed y. It is also "to 
f'o* these tables that the maximum of U

does not occur at the axis of the channel' but is shifted towards the

walls in the Present case'

Table III' Kt--25

0,s I 1.0

-2.0643 I - l'9618

us-lTa3zr I t'+tY
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PART B

4, Pressure gradient decreases exponentially with time :

We take

raP .s
-;*:ao* Z-a*e-^'. (14)

Equation (5) then becomes

-@

ll : o,*)'.a,,,e-n,t + ,?"!.-i". (15)ot F, dy" k

"ooLet il,: I e-studt be the Laplace transform of u and let uo be the initial
Jo

value of a. Multiplying equation (15) by exp(-sl) and integrating
between the limits 0 to oo, we get

ffi-ra--jl-,,.?.Xffi1, (ro)

where

o,:lr(r*i)
Here again

. Ka^l-,-""'n(#)luo: n It- ,"^., l'L ."'n(#) 
|

The solution of the equation (16) under the boundary conditions

A:O when !_ _!o,
and

-11:O when ! _!o
is

f "orr./J-\-la:{!o,l , _"_\14 is,, I rrl4\ II tot \ vK,, 
'

+ I [, - cosh pyl i o- . (17)' 
F;) 

L'-cosh P% J */-,CTrrt

*.-<-'
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Now applying Laplace inversion theorem v/e get

x,^l-. ""'n(*)lu:_Li,_;@i

""l-_Y o,, l,
/ / / rr\ | r-
':a=r (n -il L

cos

cos

K

K,

I
(*

t1
y',\

JT
t
t

I
I

l"*'
I

)

}

r,
-L--

)ur,

+ *. $ (- t)"a^exp;-1Qn+ur)r':'ut.#)] ."*l@t-tt',4.
Tn / /- (2rrl)l*-{A'#2+'}l'- m=L nao

( 18)

The expression (18) for the velocity is similar to the expression

obtained by Dube (1969) where he has found the velocity of a viscous

liquid in a channel bounded by two parallel flat plates under exponen'

tially decreasing pressure gradient.

AIso, (13) and (18) reduce to the usual Iaminar flow between two
parallel flat plates discussed by Dube forlgr-+eo(K+oo).
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